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“Scream Dream”

Love It or Hate It

Amos Lassen

I find myself wondering where people get the ideas for movie scripts

and how the least sane ideas become good movies. That did not

happen with “Scream Dream”. This is not a good movie but it will

entertain you. How something like this happens is an enigma to me.

Think about “Avatar” for example. It is the world’s biggest money

maker yet the script is totally inane. Of course “Avatar” has wonderful

special effects which “Scream Dream” does not.

The premise for the movie is this—a girl member of a rock band is

fired and it turns out that she is a witch. She enters the body of her

replacement and avengers herself—or does she? The film looks like

the kind of horror film that we watched in the 1980’s and the costumes

and sets are just awful.
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Michelle Shock (Carol Carr) and she bombs at a concert when the

audience starts mocking her and calls her a devil worshipper but this

mild compared to what she really is. Michelle is possessed by

demons and she is one herself. She actually uses her younger fans in

sacrifices. She is fired and replaced by Jamie Summers (Melissa

Moore) and this pushes Michelle to react. However she is killed by her

boyfriend and a demon takes over wreaking havoc wherever she

goes. Jamie stumbles over Michelle’s dead body and an evil force

pulls her in and she tastes Michelle’s blood and this causes Jamie to

be a demon. In actuality it is Michelle who has entered Jamie’s body

and she begins to demonstrate evil.

The film is low budget and looks like it was made by a bunch of

amateurs but then there was not much to work with. There is blood

but not as much as could have been and the real horror is not on the

screen but in our wallets for having paid to see this movie. However if

you watch it knowing it is going to be a groaner, you will have a good

time.
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